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bases, offering a more deeply curated experience for 
listeners rather than existing competitors. Beats Radio 
allows the curators to represent their brand on their own 
terms and appeal to passionate listeners who are more 
likely to spend money for the music and artists they are 
supporting. Drake can preview his latest unreleased tracks 
to his most devoted supporters through Beats Radio, 
strengthening the relationship between him and his fans 
while also maintaining his creative integrity. This less 
commercial approach seemed to have limited upside, but 
has been successful in getting consumers to subscribe 
to Apple Music over Spotify. While their overall service 
has mass appeal, it is not because they are making a 
radio station that inherently appeals to a mass audience. 
Rather, by focusing on hiring the finest ambassadors of 
specific musical styles/cultures, Apple creates a sense of 
authenticity around its programming with which other 
streaming services will not be able to compete.
This music philosophy led Apple Music to Soulection, as 
they took note of their niche market success due to their 
devoted community of listeners from around the globe. 
The Soulection approach was nearly synonymous with 
the Beats Radio programming strategy, and a partnership 
was formed in 2015 soon after the debut of the streaming 
service. Beats Radio offered a perfect platform for 
Soulection, who definitely stands out as the smallest name 
of the star-studded roster.6 Working with Soulection may 
seem like an anomaly given the resources that Apple has, 
but it is a smart move that looks beyond just the numbers 
and considers the cultural influence that Soulection has 
within its own self-curated community. Since the launch, 
Soulection has brought on a number of major artists, 
like Jhene Aiko, Ginuwine, and Omarion, which have 
raised the status of the label without compromising its 
identity. New listeners are exposed to the full Soulection 
experience through their radio, and the label can continue 
to thrive by building their community through distribution 
channels over which they have creative control.
Conclusion
The future of the music industry is not by any means 
predictable. Its dependence on the technological 
infrastructure makes it extremely volatile given the rapid 
rate of growth in the tech industry. Because there is 
no way to successfully control these technologically-
based variables (as evidenced by the negative effects 
of the major labels resistance to the transition to digital 
music), music businesses must focus on the culture of 
the consumer in order to grow. The mediums in which 
consumers listen to music may change, but the reasons 
they continue to do so will remain constant. By accepting 
the inevitability of technology’s influence on music 
consumption, artists and music labels can focus on 
creating an ecosystem that is rooted in a set of values and 
a niche community. 
Soulection has been able to control its demand because 
the consumer is not a random individual who happens 
to be interested in their music. A Soulection fan is a part 
of the Soulection movement, and that means that their 
values align with that of the label in a much deeper way 
than any major label or mainstream artist typically has the 
capacity to achieve. By curating everything about their 
brand identity, from the music to the clothing, Soulection 
has been able to differentiate itself and create a new 
precedent for how artists can earn a living off their art and 
creativity. The most successful music businesses that will 
emerge in the next few years will be characterized by their 
strong, unique fan communities that are not there just 
for the music, but for the lifestyle and culture that these 
brands provide.
Working with Soulection may seem 
like an anomaly given the resources 
that Apple has, but it is a smart move 
that looks beyond just the numbers 
and considers the cultural influence 
that Soulection has within its own 
self-curated community.
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